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A) sudden death of Vladimir Lenin
B) seizure of power by the Bolsheviks
C) meeting of the Yalta Conference
D) assassination of Austro-Hungarian Archduke Franz Ferdinand

1) Which event led Russia to withdraw from World War I and surrender a
significant amount of territory to Germany?

A) peace, land, and bread
B) liberty, equality, and fraternity
C) science, technology, and agriculture
D) nationalism, democracy, and livelihood

2) Which goals are most closely associated with the Russian Revolution of 1917?

A) Cold War B) Russian pogroms
C) Ukrainian Famine D) Russian Revolution

3) "Protestors Demand Peace, Land, and Bread"
"Bolsheviks Suppress Resistance"
"Lenin Promotes New Economic Policy"

Which event is most closely associated with these headlines?

A) Mexican Revolution B) Boxer Rebellion
C) Sepoy Mutiny D) Russian Revolution

4) An incompetent government, massacres on Bloody Sunday, and the high costs
of World War I were causes of the

A) a forced famine in Ukraine
B) the failure of Czar Nicholas II to come to Serbia's aid
C) a shortage of military supplies and food during World War I
D) the establishment of Lenin's New Economic Policy (NEP)

5) The Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 in Russia was caused in part by

A) increase in agricultural production around the world
B) onset of the global depression that restricted trade
C) scarcity of workers for available jobs
D) unequal distribution of wealth between social classes

6) Which factor led to the rise of communist revolutions in Russia and in China?

A) priests and artisans B) bourgeoisie and nobility
C) entrepreneurs and capitalists D) workers and peasants

7) Which of these groups were the major supporters of 20th-century communist
revolutions?

A) redistribute land
B) abolish communes
C) bring modern technology to Russian farms
D) maintain an agricultural price-support program

8) One reason the Bolsheviks gained peasant support during the Russian
Revolution was because the Bolsheviks promised to

A) survival of the fittest and natural selection
B) class struggle and revolutionary change
C) separation of powers and checks and balances
D) monotheism and religious tolerance

9) Which two major ideas are contained in the writings of Karl Marx?

A) Russia became the first nation with a Communist economic system
B) it was the last revolution in the 20th century
C) Russia ceased to be an important force in world affairs
D) the royal family was exiled to Mexico

10) The Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 was a major turning point in history
because

A) promote private ownership of heavy industry
B) organize support for educational reforms to improve literacy
C) coordinate efforts to end World War I
D) gain stability by increasing production

11) A primary objective of the New Economic Policy (NEP) in the Soviet Union
was to

A) supporting a traditional economy
B) eliminating political opposition
C) surrendering to the Provisional Government
D) extending the war against Austria-Hungary

12) Which action was taken by the Bolsheviks under the leadership of Vladimir
Lenin?

A) encourage communist revolutions in the colonies of the European
powers

B) transform the Soviet Union into an industrial power
C) expand the Soviet Union’s borders to include warm-water ports
D) reduce the amount of foreign aid coming from the Western Hemisphere

13) A major goal of Joseph Stalin’s five-year plans was to

A) Czar Nicholas II B) Nikita Khrushchev
C) Vladimir I. Lenin D) Mikhail Gorbachev

14) • Led the Russians in a second revolution (1917)
• Promised "Peace, Land, and Bread"
• Established the New Economic Policy (NEP)

Which leader is being described by these statements?

A) increase the production of steel and machinery
B) produce more consumer goods
C) eliminate central economic planning
D) seek direct foreign investment

15) A major purpose of five-year plans in the Soviet Union was to

A) encouraged individual rights and freedoms
B) implemented some aspects of capitalism
C) supported the involvement of wealthy entrepreneurs in the economy
D) focused on increasing industrial and agricultural output

16) A comparison of the five-year plans of Joseph Stalin and of the Great Leap
Forward of Mao Zedong would show that both leaders

A) establishing free-market reforms
B) boycotting Baltic Sea trade routes
C) focusing on the production of consumer goods
D) collectivizing agriculture

17) An economic change introduced in the Soviet Union under Joseph Stalin
would include

A) war with Chechnya and Armenia
B) forced collectivization by the government
C) lack of arable land in the region
D) movement of workers to Siberia

18) What was a major cause of the famines in Ukraine between 1929 and 1935?

A) free and open discussions of ideas
B) a multiparty system with several candidates for each office
C) government control of newspapers, radio and television
D) government protection of people’s civil liberties

19) Totalitarian countries are characterized by
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A) reject modern technology
B) limit the size of their families
C) honor their ancestors and religious traditions
D) put the interests of the state before individual gain

20) Under communism in the former Soviet Union, people were required to

A) become members of the ruling party
B) support the Russian Orthodox Church
C) join collective farms
D) move to large cities

21) Under Joseph Stalin, peasants in the Soviet Union were forced to

A) minority groups are granted many civil liberties
B) several political parties run the economic system
C) citizens are encouraged to criticize the government
D) the government controls and censors the media

22) One characteristic of a totalitarian state is that

A) democratic reform and nationalism
B) humanism and democracy
C) religious freedom and tolerance
D) censorship and terror

23) Joseph Stalin's leadership of the Soviet Union can be best characterized as a
period of

A) force the Jewish people to leave the Soviet Union
B) eliminate opposition to Joseph Stalin and his government
C) establish a free and independent court system in the Soviet Union
D) reform the outdated and inadequate agricultural system

24) The main purpose of the many purges and public trials that took place in the
Soviet Union in the 1930s was to


